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In this paper we summarise the five key changes relating to UK residential property 
coming into effect from 6 April 2020 and how each will affect the tax exposure of property 
transactions and related reporting requirements.

UK residential property taxation
A summary of key changes from 6 April 2020

The key questions answered below include:

• What is the new compliance process and 30 day payment 
window and how could it impact your cash flow?

• How will the changes affect non-UK resident Capital Gains Tax 
returns and the ability to defer payment?

• How is the final period exemption for Principal Private 
Residence Relief being reduced?

• How much will reforms to lettings relief impact your tax 
payments?

• How is mortgage interest relief being restricted and what will 
this mean for your current interest deductions?

1. New compliance process and 30 day payment 
window

From 6 April 2020, all UK resident individuals and trustees will be 
required to report capital gains realised on the sale of UK residential 
property on a “UK land return”, and any “notional” Capital Gains Tax 
must be paid within 30 days of completion. This is a significant 
change from the current system of reporting disposals and paying 
the tax by 31 January after the end of the tax year.  

There is a cashflow impact of the shortened payment deadline, 
which will bring forward the due date by between 10 - 21 months. 
Furthermore, if the estimated Capital Gains Tax is overpaid it will 
not, in most cases, be repaid until the relevant Self Assessment tax 
return is filed and the repayment processed. To mitigate the impact 
of this change, forward planning will be needed in establishing facts 
prior to exchange, especially where the property has been owned for 
a long time or where details of capital improvements are unclear.  

The ‘notional’ Capital Gains Tax is the reasonable estimate of the 
tax payable on the disposal and the computation can be complex. In 
computing the Capital Gains Tax, disposals of other UK residential 
properties are taken into account, but disposals of other assets are 
ignored.  

Losses realised prior to the sale of the property may be offset 
against the capital gain calculated. However, losses realised after the 
sale of the property may only be offset when the Self Assessment 
tax return is submitted (even where the loss is realised in the same 
tax year) unless there is a subsequent UK residential property sale. 
This means that careful consideration should be given to the timing 
and order of disposals from 6 April 2020 to avoid paying Capital 
Gains Tax on a property disposal which will become repayable 
sometime later.

Reliefs such as the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) and 
Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) may be applied when 
computing the notional Capital Gains Tax if the relevant conditions 
are met at the time the payment falls due.

UK land returns do not need to be filed where:

• The disposal gives rise to a loss or is a nil gain/nil loss 
transaction

• Any gain is fully relieved by Principal Private Residence Relief. 
However, beware of the changes to those rules, which are 
outlined below

• The gain is covered by the annual exemption and/or brought 
forwards losses

• The filing date is after the usual filing date for the Self 
Assessment tax return
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2. Non-UK resident Capital Gains Tax returns

Non-UK resident individuals and trustees are already required 
to file tax returns within 30 days of completion for disposals of 
property (both residential and non-residential, as well as indirect 
investments). However, payment of the Capital Gains Tax can 
usually be deferred until the normal filing and payment deadline (31 
January).

From 6 April 2020, the ability to defer the payment will be scrapped, 
and payment of the Capital Gains Tax will instead be due within 30 
days of completion.

Unlike for UK resident persons, UK land returns continue to be 
required for disposals where no gain arises (even where there is 
a loss) and where a gain would otherwise be covered by reliefs or 
exemptions.

3. Principal private residence relief - reduction in final 
period exemption

Under current rules, the final 18 months of ownership of a qualifying 
property disposal are exempt from Capital Gains Tax. This period is 
reducing to nine months from 6 April 2020 (although the 36 months 
exemption remains for those with a disability and those in care).

4. Principal private residence relief - reforms to 
lettings relief

Under current rules, lettings relief of up to £40,000 is available if you 
sell a property which has been your principal private residence at 
some point, and which has also been rented out.  

The rules are changing from 6 April 2020 so that lettings relief will 
only be available where the letting of the property occurred while 
the owner was in shared occupation, i.e. living in the property at the 
same time as the tenant.  

Lettings relief is commonly available and, as the £40,000 relief is 
available per person, joint owners could lose up to £80,000 of relief 
leading to an increase in tax of up to £22,400.

5. Mortgage interest relief restricted

Since 6 April 2017, there has been a phased restriction to the 
amount of interest that can be deducted to calculate the taxable 
rental profit. From 6 April 2020, the phased restriction will have 
been fully brought in. This means that the interest cost will be 
completely disallowed as an expense and instead a basic rate 
tax credit of 20% will be allowed.

Summary

The strict new deadlines for filing UK land returns and paying 
any Capital Gains Tax due may result in over-payments for 
unprepared taxpayers. In many cases the further impact of 
the tightening of reliefs for former main residences will also 
increase Capital Gains Tax for post 6 April 2020 disposals. The 
reporting deadline is short and so taxpayers disposing of UK 
property should take advice early in order to have time to plan to 
mitigate any taxes due.

Would you like to know more?

Our Private Client team offers proactive, technically 
outstanding services for private individuals, 
property owners and entrepreneurs. If you would 
like to discuss how the changes to the taxation and 
reporting of UK residential property disposals will 
affect you, please get in touch using the contact 
details below.
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